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Abstract 

Open Government Data are data that are published in digital format by administrative bod-
ies. The Open Government Data Guidelines should cover how data have to be published to 
fulfil the requirements of the linked open data approach. The idea of open linked data is that 
resources published on the Internet can be interlinked and this combination leads to new in-
formation by utilizing semantic web technologies (BIZER et al. 2009). One essential premise 
to cover linked open data requirements is that the semantics of the data must be published 
in order to define the meaning of the objects of events represented by the data. At the mo-
ment these requirements are not covered within the existing Open Government Data guide-
lines. Hence, Open Government Data are published in a digital format but they do not fol-
low a certain data specification, nor share a semantic model. Hence, the published data of 
various administrative bodies can hardly be compared, due to the lack of a standardized 
data model and missing semantic description. This paper attempts to list current shortcom-
ings of Open Governmental Data and presents data modelling and presentation concepts for 
Open Governmental Data in order to follow linked data rules (BERNERS-LEE 2006).  

1 Extended Abstract 

Open Governmental Data (OGD) are data published by administrative bodies in a digital 
format and comprise of all data generated by public authorities. The goal of the OGD ini-
tiative is to improve transparency in the political processes and to foster the involvement of 
the public in decision making. These data have an inherent spatial and temporal component, 
as a number of statistical data are published or data have an effect on the geographic space 
as such. In Austria the OGD are published using the portal http://data.gv.at.  

The economic potential of the OGD Initiative was analysed by MEPSIR (2011) and HUIJ-
BOOM & VAN DEN BROEK (2011). These studies quantified the potential market impact of 
OGD with 68 billion EUR. In order to reveal the economic power of the OGD initiative 
several publications suggest improving the fitness for use in business applications (FORNE-
FELD et al. 2003, HUIJBOOM & VAN DEN BROEK 2011). KALTENBÖCK et al. (2011) listed cri-
teria for OGD necessary to improve their usability for applications directly: 

 harmonized spatial reference of published OGD; 
 near real-time availability of newly generated OGD, or at least defined update intervals; 
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 comparableness of data originating from different sources; 
 description of published datasets with metadata. 

The criteria mentioned above by KALTENBÖCK et al. (2011) are underpinned by the fact 
that different administrative authorities do not follow a shared data model or semantic an-
notation strategy when publishing data on the same topic. In addition, the spatial reference 
is not harmonized as such, which is hindering the computer-based creation of spatial datasets 
out of OGD. These arguments are justified by the example of OGD birth data in Austria, 
which are described in the following paragraph.  

Searching for the birth related OGD using the portal data.gv.at results in the datasets given 
in Table 1. The map depicted in figure 1 depicts the spatial extent and granularity of the 
OGD birth data sets. In figure 2 the dataset of the city of Linz is provided, whereas in figure 
3 the dataset offered by the province of Vorarlberg is presented. The birth data of the city of 
Linz provide a separate CSV file for each year that lists the births in relation to the age of 
the mother. The Vorarlberg example lists for each year and community the numbers of 
male and female births – and thus represents a time series. Hence, both datasets obviously 
do not share a common data model and a semantic model that would allow a direct com-
parison of the datasets. In addition the spatial reference of the datasets is not directly com-
parable – one dataset covers the city of Linz with approx. 191.000 inhabitants, and the other 
one describes 96 spatial reference units (communities) with a total of approx. 373.000 in-
habitants (average population per community: approx. 3.900).  

Vorarlberg 
population:  
total 373.000  
density 144/km2 

Tirol 
population:  
total 714.000  
density 56/km2 

Linz population: 
total 191.000  
density 1991/km2 

Wien population:  
total 1.757.000  
density 4132/km2 

 

Fig. 1: Map of Austria and spatial extent and spatial resolution of available datasets 
concerning “birth” in data.gv.at. Datasets are available on community level in the 
state of Vorarlberg (the most western part of Austria), as dataset for the whole 
city of Linz (equals to one district), a dataset for whole province Tirol, and on 
census track level in the city of Vienna. 
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Table 1: Overview of datasets for “births” in data.gv.at 

Title Vendor Format 

Births City of Linz PDF, CSV 

Birth statistics Province of Vorarlberg CSV 

Birth-rate in Vienna: Sex and Census track City of Vienna CSV 

Birth-rate in Vienna: Sex and Age City of Vienna CSV 

Demographic indicators for Vienna – time series City of Vienna CSV 

Population change (natural) City of Linz PDF, CSV 

Live births by age of the mother Province Tirol HTML, CSV 

Regional population prognosis 2005-2035 City of Vienna MDB, CSV 

 

Fig. 2: Visualization of the dataset birth statistics of the city of Linz, revealing the in-
herent “data model”. For each year a separate CSV file given that lists the births 
in relation to the age of the mother. 

 

Fig. 3: Visualization of the dataset birth statistics of the province of Vorarlberg, reveal-
ing the “data model”. For each year and community the numbers of male and fe-
male births are given. 

In order to be regarded as linked data, OGD should follow the four principles/rules defined 
by BERNERS-LEE (2006). Due to the fact, that certain OGD policies do not entirely follow 
the linked data rules to a certain degree, OGD implementations stop when a machine read-
able format of the data can be published, and neglect the issue of semantics. Based on the 
OGD examples (see figure 2 and figure 3) the authors conclude that automatic data mining 
and harmonization – also on a spatial-temporal level – is hardly possible without any aux-
iliary information. Hence, if OGD data are published in a pure machine-readable format 
without a semantic annotation, any application built on top of OGD cannot reveal the full 
information depth that is hidden in the data. Furthermore, any computer-based georeferenc-
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ing of OGDsets and subsequent analysis is hardly possible. Based on these findings the 
authors suggest to develop a concept for OGD Data that envisages integrated semantic in-
formation for each dataset that helps to avoid becoming (semantically) trapped in purely 
machine-readable data formats. In order to overcome the semantic heterogeneity of OGD 
and to make them more usable with respect to semantics and spatial reference we suggest 
applying methods from semantic engineering (KUHN 2002; KUHN 2009; LUTZ et al. 2009; 
VISSER & STUCKENSCHMIDT 2002; FICHTINGER et al 2011; SCHARFFE et al 2008). By add-
ing semantic information to OGD, these datasets could be of use for a wide range of new 
spatially-enabled applications. A first step towards achieving this goal is done by the defini-
tion of an OGD metadata schema1 and provided metadata sets. 
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